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1 Bottom step

1 Missing link

2 Just between friends

2 East meets West

3 Jam packed

3 Dress circle

4 In one day, out the next

4 Not the 9 o’clock news

5 Close encounters

5 Growing pains

6 All alone in the dark

6 Mixed feelings

7 Ring of fire

7 Many ways to skin a cat

8 Good for nothing

8 Give as good as you get

9 Join forces

9 Through and through
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1 Just between the two of us

Quizzles
✔
Quizzles are puzzles in a quiz format. Whether you just love
the challenge of solving puzzles or you wish to seriously stretch
your thinking capabilities – Quizzles provide a satisfying
solution for both.
Quizzles are fun to solve and challenging to create. With 200
examples, there is plenty of opportunity to understand how the
puzzles are constructed and lots of practice that will help you in
creating your own if you wish.
So now…

2 Centre-piece

IT’S
UU

3 Big deal
…It’s over to you!

4 Repeat performance
5 Put the cart before the
horse
6 Argument full of holes
7 Whiteboard
8 Second string
9 Final destination
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1 Multi-cultural

1 Centre stage

While most of us are well aware of the benefits of regular exercise
in maintaining a healthy body, some people are surprised to find
out that our brains need a regular workout too!

2 Three-storey apartment

2 Fore-warn

3 White Christmas

3 Enemy

4 Second chance

4 Save the best until last

Unfortunately, for most of us the ability to think flexibly and
creatively does not come naturally. All is not lost however, because
with practice, it is possible to enhance our thinking abilities. By
regularly exercising our grey matter we can improve our ability to
remember, to see relationships and to make connections between
concepts and ideas.

5 Under-ground parking

5 Deep in thought

6 Two step

6 Rising damp

7 Matching earings

7 Outnumbered

8 Not a hope in hell

8 Ships in the night

9 Torn between two

9 Standing in the line of fire

Quizzles are designed to provide the stimulation required by the

lovers

brain to think better. What’s more – the puzzles are both challenging
and fun!
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Solving Quizzles requires that we practise our analytical thinking
skills. As we closely examine each puzzle to discover a cleverly
disguised everyday saying or commonly heard expression, we
become more and more familiar with the puzzle format. Our brain
starts to find connections with similar puzzles solved beforehand.
It is as if we have somehow trained our brain to search for
particular clues or ‘keys’ that help us to quickly arrive at solutions.
Sounds interesting – doesn’t it? Remember, practice makes perfect
so why not give your brain a work-out now?

Happy puzzling!
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1 Once in a lifetime

1 Tenderfoot

2 Foreshadow

2 Alimony

3 I’m on cloud nine

3 Going backwards

4 Best effort

4 Double up

5 Middle row

5 High expectations

6 Under-aged drinking

6 Sailing into the wind

7 Mixing business with

7 Cross swords

pleasure

8 Final siren

8 Multi-purpose

9 A big fat zero!

9 More than enough
More Quizzles HB4301
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1 Not now, not ever

1 Forgery

2 Half price

2 Backhand

3 Fortitude

3 Right on the money

4 Get together

4 Too close to call

5 20 Degrees below

5 Once bitten, twice shy

freezing

6 Lost in love

6 High noon

7 Abandonment

7 Play up

8 Broken marriage

8 West Indies

9 Correct grammar

9 Made in China

A note to students
How can you have fun and exercise your brain at the same time?
Solving puzzles – that’s how!
Quizzles are designed to challenge you and extend the way you think
in a way that is both relaxing and enjoyable. While you work through the
puzzles, you are really training your brain to work quicker and better.

How clever is that?
There are really two challenges for you to face as you work
through this book.

Challenge Number 1 …
Page 25
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1 Indicator

1 Caught between a rock

2 Disguise

and a hard place

3 Gone overboard

2 Raising the stakes

4 Lowest price

3 Not in a million years

5 Increased profits

4 Line up

6 Half-time

5 Food for thought

7 Carpet underlay

6 Identical twins

8 For he’s a jolly good

7 Next in line

fellow!

8 Adversary

9 Hyper-active
More Quizzles HB4301
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First of all there are lots of puzzles for you to solve. As you discover
solutions for each puzzle, try to take a ‘mental note’ of how you
solved each one.
See if you can work out what is was that helped you discover the
solution. Was it something to do with
• how the letters were arranged?
• where words were placed in the box?
• whether some words were hidden in other words?
• some other clever trick?
You will probably see patterns emerging as you do more puzzles.
Soon your brain will start to look for these patterns, sometimes
without you even knowing it.
© 2005 Hawker Brownlow Education
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Recognising these patterns or ‘strategies’ will give you the practice
and confidence to take on the second challenge.

Challenge Number 2 …
Once you are a confident puzzle-solver, you can try your hand at
becoming a puzzle-maker!
The last few pages of this book contain nothing but blank boxes.
They are there for you (or should I say UUUU) to display your
creative talents as you draw your own puzzles to enjoy and share
with others.
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1 Too many to count

1 Backgammon

2 Hire purchase

2 Hopeless

3 Middle ground

3 Big day out

4 Mixed lollies

4 Over-powering

5 Heavy seas

strength

6 Excuse me

5 Too close for comfort

7 Missing you

6 That is incredible

8 Gap in the floorboards

7 Heavy going

9 Down trodden

8 Country under siege

Why not form a Quizzler’s Club and challenge others to create
puzzles that will stump even the best puzzle-solver you know?
You may like to involve your teachers – they may even allow a few
minutes each day for sharing the best puzzles.

9 Missing in action
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1 Fourteen

1 Putting the cards

2 No sense, no feeling

Whatever happens …

Happy puzzling!

on the table

3 Forehand

2 Reading between the lines

4 Reincarnation

3 Format

5 Seasonal

4 Double digit

6 Double trouble

5 Laminate

7 News break

6 Light bulb

8 Too many cooks

7 High chair

9 Foregone conclusion

8 Mid-life crisis
9 Up-size

More Quizzles HB4301
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1 Table for six

1 Double parked

2 Central character

2 Multi-storey

3 Mixed media

3 Raised eyebrows

4 Reduced cream

4 Scotch on the rocks

5 Top shelf

5 Mixed-up kids

6 All mixed up

6 In unison

7 Tomorrow

7 Lost forever

8 Down loaded

8 Right handed

9 Cross court

9 Shot in the dark
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Quizzles are designed to develop high-order thinking skills. Those
teachers familiar with Bloom’s Taxonomy of Educational Objectives
will be aware of the need to teach the skills of analytical, critical
and creative thinking.
Practise in solving puzzles such as the ones presented in this
collection will assist in the development of analytical thought
processes – the ability to examine discrete parts of something in
order to better understand the whole.
Critical thinking is also encouraged as students decide between
alternatives and arrive at a defensible solution.
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1 Undergo surgery

1 Today

2 Somewhere over the

2 Just does not add up

rainbow

3 Nothing on the books

3 Go around in circles

4 He’s under the thumb

4 Foresee

5 Back-handed

5 Four knot breeze

compliment

6 Hiding under the bed

6 Deep in debt

7 Wolf in sheep’s clothing

7 Work under lights

8 See-through clothing

8 Double edge sword

9 Jumble sale

9 Low expectations

More Quizzles HB4301
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Teachers can assist by drawing attention to the strategies that are
the ‘keys’ to unlocking the puzzles.
Asking students to share how they managed to solve various
examples is a great way to start. In this way teachers can make
explicit the strategies discovered by students so that everyone may
add the newly discovered ‘key’ to their growing list of problemsolving strategies.
Finally, creative thinking is encouraged as students are challenged
to create their own Quizzles.
On the next two pages we will look at some examples of strategies
used frequently throughout the book.
© 2005 Hawker Brownlow Education
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Keys to solving
Quizzles
In Figure 1 and Figure 2, the key to solving both puzzles is in
interpreting the dividing line in the centre of each box.

C

My Bonnie

40,000 Leagues

OCEAN

Figure 1

Figure 2

The solution for Figure 1 is that famous Jules Verne classic –
‘40,000 Leagues Under the Sea’ and the solution for Figure 2 is
that well known Scottish tune – ‘My Bonnie lies over the ocean’.
The key to solving such puzzles is to decide whether to read below
the line first, then above it or vice-versa. In these examples we read
under the line first, then above the line in order to arrive at the
desired solution.
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1 No small matter

1 Half-hearted

2 Underground railway

2 Slim pickings

3 Down in the dumps

3 Over and over again

4 Fat chance

4 Low point

5 Two for tea

5 Once upon a time

6 Depths of despair

6 Divided loyalties

7 It all adds up

7 Split Infinitives

8 Feeling insecure

8 Play indoors

9 Weigh down

9 Home, home on the range
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1 End of one’s tether

1 Buried treasure

2 Admiral

2 Indecent

3 Up wind

3 Double decker bus

4 Half mast

4 Smashed to bits

5 Best dressed

5 High brow

6 Low-down

6 Power up

7 Mirror image

7 Crop circles

8 Top deck

8 Undercover agent

9 Crossword

9 Holy smoke!
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